
Request 10094 – Noise Complaint 
 

Please could I make an EIR request. 
 
I would like to see a noise report made by Sharps Acoustics and submitted to us on 
11th October 2021. 
 
It is relation to a noise nuisance case currently still under investigation. Tascomi 
reference SR239837. 

Response  

Thank you for your request for information above, which we have dealt with under 
the Environmental Information Regulations 2004 (EIR) 

We can confirm that we do hold information relevant to your request. 

The information you have requested concerns current and ongoing Environmental 
Health investigations regarding a noise nuisance matter that is yet to be 
resolved.  The Council as the relevant investigative authority has a statutory duty to 
conduct this investigation.  As such, we consider this information is exempt from 
disclosure under exception Regulation 12(5)(b) – the course of justice…. 

Regulation 12(5)(b) is subject to a public interest test, which means we must 
consider whether it is reasonable in the circumstances to disclose the requested 
material.  Any information disclosure must be considered to be disclosure into the 
wider public domain. 

There is a strong public interest in providing transparency to public body functions 
and decision making.  However, there are investigations that the Council has a duty 
to undertake and these by their nature must be allowed to proceed to their 
conclusion without interference.  Should information be disclosed that concerns an 
investigation prior to its conclusion, there is a risk the investigation could be 
jeopardised. 

As a live matter in this particular case, this includes consideration of any relevant 
information provided voluntarily or otherwise, which may lead to decisions to take 



legal action.  It would not be appropriate to disclose any material that the department 
is considering as part of the formal investigation process.  It would also not be in the 
public interest to prevent or hinder the course of justice.   

There is a significant public interest in allowing such investigations to reach their 
conclusion via the normal process, thus retaining public confidence and expectation 
of ‘justice being done’, this is in line with Information Commissioner guidance: 

The course of justice, the ability of a person to receive a fair trial or the ability of the 
public authority to conduct an inquiry of a criminal or disciplinary nature – regulation 
12(5)(b) 

Under regulation 12(5)(b), you can refuse to disclose information that would 
adversely affect formal legal proceedings, whether criminal or civil, including 
enforcement proceedings. The meaning of ‘the course of justice’ is broad – it covers 
a range of information, such as court documents and documents covered by legal 
professional privilege. The meaning of ‘an inquiry of a criminal or disciplinary nature’ 
is likely to include information about investigations you conduct about a potential 
breach of legislation, for example, planning law or environmental law.   When can we 
refuse a request for environmental information? | ICO 

Therefore, we consider that in regard to the information requested that concerns a 
current and ongoing investigation the exception is correctly applied, and we decline 
to provide this material to you.   

We appreciate you may be disappointed in this response; however, we hope our 
explanation above provides clarity in our reasoning for non-disclosure.  

 
We aim to provide a high-quality service to you and hope that you are satisfied with 
this response. If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
 

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-the-environmental-information-regulations/refusing-a-request/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-the-environmental-information-regulations/refusing-a-request/
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